Banner: This is the default banner that will be used on your eMarket site. The size is 943 pixels wide. The height should be no greater than 500 pixels. The image will need to be in a .jpeg format with a maximum size of 1.0MB.

Page Header: This will appear on each page of the site.

Item Listing: If there is more than one choice on the site, the items will be listed.
**Item Listing:** If there is only one choice on the site, the item will directly display.

*If you would like to have an image display for the item, the image size must be 500 x 500 pixels or less with a maximum size of 1.0 MB in a .jpeg format.

**Page Trailer:** This will appear on each page of the site.

**Contact Information:** Betsy Bobcat | Ohio University | Building Name Number | 1 Ohio University | Athens OH 45701 | 740.593.XXXX | email@ohio.edu